
CONCERNING CONTINUOUS SELECTIONS

SAM B. NADLER, JR. AND L. E. WARD, JR.1

Abstract. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given in order

that certain types of partially ordered continua admit a continuous

selection on the hyperspace of nonempty compact connected sub-

sets. We establish that the class of arcwise connected compacta

which admit continuous selections on their space of subcontinua is a

proper subclass of the dendroids. This class is also shown to be

larger than the class of metrizable generalized trees.

1. Introduction. In what follows a continuum is a nonempty com-

pact connected Hausdorff space. If A is a topological space, then 2X

denotes the space of all nonempty closed subsets of A, with the Vie-

toris topology [9]. The subspace of closed and connected subsets of

A is denoted C(A). A continuous selection lor a family «C2X is a con-

tinuous function cr:a:—>A such that a(A)EA lor each AEot.

Recently Kuratowski, Nadler, and Young [7] have proved that if

A is a metrizable continuum, then a continuous selection for 2X

exists if and only if A is an arc. If one seeks a continuous selection on

C(A), however, then it is known that this can be done if A is a tree

[2 ]. In this note we will prove that the existence of a continuous selec-

tion for C(A) is equivalent to the hereditary unicoherence of A, pro-

vided A is a member of a large class of metrizable continua which in-

cludes the Peano continua. Therefore, as a corollary it follows that

the dendrites are precisely those Peano continua A for which C(A)

admits a continuous selection.

Our proof of these results employs a theorem of Kelley [3] which

asserts that if A is a metrizable continuum then C(A) is arcwise con-

nected. The corresponding result for 2X is due to Borsuk and Mazur-

kiewicz [l ]. We note that M. M. McWaters [8] has recently extended

these theorems to the case of nonmetrizable continua.

2. A selection theorem.

Lemma 1. If S1 is the unit circle in the complex plane then C(Sl) is a

2-cell.
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Proof. Let K be the cone over S1 obtained by joining each point

of S1 to a point (0, 0, 2-7r) in 3-space by a straight line segment. We

define h:C(S1)-^K by letting h(Sl) = (0, 0, 2ir). If A is a (possibly

degenerate) arc of Sl, let / be the arc length of A and let a0 be the

point of A which divides A into two subarcs of equal length. If J is the

line segment in K which joins a0 to (0, 0, 27r), we define h(A) to be the

point on J whose z-coordinate is /. It is routine to verify that h is a

homeomorphism of C(S^ onto A.

Lemma 2. If S1 is the unit circle in the complex plane then C(Sl) ad-

mits no continuous selection.

Proof. If cr: C(S1)—>S1 is a continuous selection then, by Lemma 1,

cr is, in effect, a retraction of a 2-cell onto its boundary. It is well

known that no such retraction exists.

Recall that a dendroid is a metrizable continuum which is arcwise

connected and hereditarily unicoherent.

Lemma 3. If X is a metrizable continuum which admits a continuous

selection for C(X), then X is a dendroid.

Proof. By a result of Kelley [3], C(X) is arcwise connected, and if

there exists a continuous selection cr: C(X)—>X then X is also arcwise

connected. If A is not a dendroid then it contains subcontniua A and

B such that AC\B is not connected. Let x and y be points which lie in

distinct components of A(~\B. Since A =a(C(A)) is arcwise connected,

A contains an arc Ta whose endpoints are x and y. Similarly P con-

tains an arc Tb whose endpoints are x and y. Since Ta — Jb and

Tb — Ja are nonempty, it follows that Ta^IJb contains a simple closed

curve 5 and therefore cr| C(S) is a continuous selection, contrary to

Lemma 2.

If T is a partial order on a set A thenFx= {y£X: (y, x)£T}. By a

directed space we mean a topological space X with a closed partial

order Y such that the family {Tx'.xEX} has the finite intersection

property, i.e., if xx,x2, • • • , xn are elements of X then Txxr\Tx2r\ ■ ■ ■

C\Txn is nonempty. A generalized tree is a compact directed space in

which each of the sets Tx is an arc and each subcontinuum has a zero.

It follows from the results of [10] and [6] that a dendrite is a metriz-

able generalized tree and that a compact connected directed space is a

generalized tree if and only if it is hereditarily unicoherent and each

of the sets Tx is connected. Further, if A is a compact metrizable di-

rected space in which each of the sets Tx is connected, then it follows

from a result of R. J. Koch [5] or [ll] that X is arcwise connected.
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Theorem 1. Let X be a compact metrizable directed space and sup-

pose that Yx is connected for each xEX. Then C(X) admits a continuous

selection if and only if X is a generalized tree.

Proof. In view of Lemma 3 it suffices to show that if A is a gen-

eralized tree then C(A) admits a continuous selection. If AEC(X)

then A has a zero, z(A). We will show that z is continuous. Let Aa be

a net in C(A) and suppose Aa—>A. Since A is compact we may assume

that lim z(Aa) exists. Then lim z(^4a)E^4 and therefore z(^4)E

r(lim ziAa)). On the other hand there are elements xaE^4« such that

lim xa = z(A). Since z77)EFx„ for each a and since V is closed, we

infer that lim z(^4a)EFz71). Therefore lim z(Aa)=z(A) and the

theorem is proved.

It has been proved by Virginia Walsh Knight [4] that every

Peano continuum is a directed space in which the sets Tx are con-

nected. Therefore the following corollary is immediate.

Corollary. If X is a Peano continuum then C(X) admits a continu-

ous selection if and only if X is a dendrite.

We note that there is a simple direct proof of this corollary. For if

A is a Peano continuum and if C(A) admits a continuous selection,

then A contains no simple closed curve by Lemma 2. Thus A is a den-

drite. The converse follows from [2].

3. Two examples. It is tempting to conjecture that among the

arcwise connected compacta the existence of a continuous selection

for the space of subcontinua is equivalent to the property of being a

dendroid. Lemma 3 shows that if such a continuous selection exists

then the compactum is a dendroid. However, the converse is not true.

To see this let An be the line segment joining (—1, 0) and (1, 2~n) in

the plane, for n = 0, 1, 2, • • • , and let T he the line serment joining

(-1, 0) and (1,0). It is apparent that Di = TyJU"=0{An} is a den-

droid.

Lemma 4. If a is a continuous selection on C(D/) then a(T) = (— 1, 0).

Proof. For each n = 0, 1, 2, • ■ ■ let a(2~n) =An. Clearly a(2-")—>P

and there is an arc T7C C(T>i) whose endpoints are a(2~n~1) and a(2~n)

and such that each member of Bn contains either ^4n+i or An. We ex-

tend a to each segment [2_n_1, 2~n] as a homeomorphism onto Bn.

Then for any sequence tn—>0 it is clear that a(Zn)—>P, and hence if we

let a(0) = P then a defines an arc in C(T>i). Now suppose cr(P) = (t, 0)

with t> ^ 1. Since cra([0, l]) is locally connected, it follows that
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aa(2~n) = (tH, 0) with tn> — 1, for sufficiently large n. But then

o-a(2~")(^a(2~n) which is contrary to the hypothesis that cr is a selec-

tion.

Theorem 2. There exists a dendroid D such that C(D) admits no con-

tinuous selection.

Proof. Let D = DXKJD2 where D2 is the reflection of Pi about the

origin (see Figure 1). Suppose there exists a continuous selection

a:C(D)—*D. Then eri = cr| C(Df) and a2 = a\ C(D2) are also continuous

selections. By Lemma 4, a(T) =ax(T) = (—1, 0) and a(T)=a2(T)

= (1, 0), which is impossible.

^ 0.1)

(-1, o)   ^r^^-^-f      ~~~^_— (i, o)

(-L -i) ^

Figure 1

We have established that the class of arcwise connected compacta

which admit continuous selections on the space of subcontinua is a

proper subclass of the dendroids. The next example shows that this

class is larger than the class of metrizable generalized trees. The ex-

ample was first exhibited by Koch and Krule [6] who asserted that it

is a dendroid which is not a generalized tree.

Theorem 3. There exists a dendroid D which cannot be partially or-

dered as a generalized tree and which admits a continuous selection

a\C(D)-^D.
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Proof. In the plane let A = {ix, 2):0gxgl}, let T= {(0, y):0

SyS2}, and for each n = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • let /!„= j(2-", y):lgy^2|.

Let Di = AVJT\JUn°=Q{An}, let A be the reflection of A about the

x-axis and let D = D/JDz (see Figure 2).

(0. 2) m-i—I-1-j (l, 2)

(0, -2) VAA-A-1-1  (1, _2)

Figure 2

If D can be partially ordered as a generalized tree, with partial

order S , then D has a zero, 0. Without loss of generality we suppose

OEA- Then for each n = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ we see that (2~", 2)<(2~", 1)

and that (0, 1)<(0, 2), since for each xET> the set {y:y^x} must be

an arc. However (2-", 2)—>(0, 2) and (2-", 1)—>(0, 1) so that if the

partial order is closed then it must be that (0, 2) S (0, 1). Therefore D

is not a generalized tree.

We shall now define a continuous selection on C(T)). Note first that

Pi is a generalized tree when 0= (0, 2), and also D2 is a generalized

tree when 0 = (0, -2). Hence if cr^CtA^A 7=1, 2) is defined by

cr,(^4) =the zero of A relative to the natural partial order, then at is a

continuous selection. Moreover, by an argument similar to that of

Lemma 4, o-i(T) = (0, 2) and cr2(P') = (0, -2), where V is the reflec-

tion of P about the x-axis. For each ^IEC(PWP') let <piiA) be the

second coordinate of cri(AnT) if ^4P\P5^0, and otherwise let 4>iiA)

= 0. Similarly, let <pziA) be the second coordinate of aziA(~\T') if

AC\T,9£0, and otherwise let c/>2(4) =0. Now define
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a(A) = (0, <Pi(A) + <p2(A))

for AEC(T\JT'), and let 5 = Gi on C(Df). Then cr is a continuous

selection on C(DX)VJC(D2)\JC(TVJT'). The extension of cr to a con-

tinuous selection a on C(D) is now straightforward. If ^4£C(P)

-(C(DX)\JC(D2)\JC(T\JT)) define

a(A) = &(AC\(T\J T')).
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